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Introduction
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Security risks due to high cash volumes
Significant daily cash handling time investments from
both associates and managers
Inaccurate counting due to human error
Lack of tracking, reporting and balancing net cash to
point of sale (POS) systems and payments records
Increasing losses due to counterfeit notes
Cash pickup and/or change order fees
Maintaining and managing readily available cash
funds for payments ( for products, service providers,
payroll, taxes, etc.)

There are widely known cash handling challenges
facing the cannabis industry today that effectively
create a cash ecosystem unique to the industry.
Navigating this ecosystem brings with it many challenges
including:



What Is Cash Automation?
Cash automation is technology that helps businesses
eliminate costly manual processes to make their cash
transactions more efficient, accurate and secure. A
typical solution features a cash recycler driven by cash
automation software.

Cash recyclers are secure vault devices that count,
authenticate, secure, and dispense currency. The
software driving these machines gives them the
intelligence required to handle intricate cannabis cash
management processes. 
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Cash automation is positioned to address all
these challenges and represents the next
evolutionary step in cash management.
Avivatech offers a complete, powerful, and
unique cash management solution that only a
cash recycler seamlessly coupled with the
comprehensive remote system management
and business analytics available on the
XpressControl platform can deliver.



The Cash Conundrum

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration classifies
cannabis as a Schedule I controlled substance,
alongside heroin, LSD, and ecstasy. This classification
makes it almost impossible for cannabis business owners
to get banking services. 

Banks are governed by federal laws, and doing business
or extending services to cannabis businesses means
tougher scrutiny, often at significant costs, to deliver the
due diligence and reporting required to prove
transactions are legal. 

With limited access to credit card processing and other
banking services, cannabis businesses deal with cash
almost exclusively. In fact, it's  estimated that between 95
and 99 percent of all cannabis-related transactions are
carried out in cash.
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https://www.avivatech.com/post/cannabis-retail-all-cash-affair


The Cash Conundrum1.

errors in their almost 100% cash operations. The federal
banking laws and reporting requirements increase the
importance of tracking sources of cash inflows and
outflows for the full transparency required to ultimately
establish a treasury relationship with a bank or credit
union. 

Selling to minors
Funding crime groups
Enabling money laundering
Using the pretext of selling marijuana to push illegal
drugs, among other things 

they comply with all regulations and reporting
requirements. The financial institutions are required to
prove the firms are not:
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The Fed's Position

marijuana-related  business activity has been legalized.
Nationally, almost 700 banks and credit unions work with
marijuana-related businesses, filing more than 2,200
suspicious activity reports a month — a figure that has
more than doubled in the past year.

The Impact on Banks

The Impact on the Cannabis Industry

The federal government has been very
clear about bank requirements: Banks
may work with cannabis businesses if 

Treasury Department guidance states
banks are still required to file suspicious
activity reports, even in states where 

For cannabis business owners, the lack of
accessible banking services increases the
risk of losses due to theft and accounting 
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Cultivation: Growing & Processing
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Do you know where your money is coming from? 
 Cash management automation through the Avivatech retail
platform enables a cannabis cultivation business to define
each distributor as a department and deposit payments
directly into a cash recycler with full audit reporting by
department/distributor and reporting by associate of all
payments or deposits per shift or per day.  

The XpressControl     solution provides reports that can be
viewed from any location in near real time. An Executive
Dashboard that is customizable to each user’s preferences
delivers a clear, concise view of totals to ease reconciliation
with the ability to quickly drill down  for more detail as well as
to monitor hardware performance and manage actionable
alerts. 

TM



The recycler secures the cash until funds are needed to pay for utilities, labor, growing solutions, leases, taxes or other
operating expenses. Cash disbursements can be made in pre-defined amounts or for variable amounts entered at the time
of the withdrawal for payment. 

The business analytics tracking cash deposits and cash payments in near real time, from anywhere, provides the insight into
net cashflow while reducing the manual tracking required for compliance with licensing regulations, bank audits or quarterly
accounting requirements. 
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Distribution:  Packaging & Logistics
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Distributors are responsible for labeling and
providing product test results,  potency, and
safety information. In some states, distributors are
also responsible for collecting and paying cultivation and
excise taxes due from farmers and processors, as well as
the secure transportation of product. 

Reconciling and recording the cash flow of payments to
cultivators, processing, packaging and logistics providers,
as well as taxes to government entities with the inbound
payments received from dispensaries, requires multiple
touches of the currency for counting under dual
custody, secure storage and typically expensive 
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Eliminate the need for dual verification
Reduce the number of times cash is manually counted
Safeguard against human error
Combat cash shrinkage due to theft 
Streamline regulatory compliance with reporting by date, department and/or associate for every transaction 

armored transport costs to transport and verify net cash receipts. Automating cash management through cash recycling
helps distributors to:

83. Distribution: Packaging & Logistics

 Distributors occupy a central role in the cannabis cash ecosystem. 



Retail:  Dispensaries & Delivery
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The Cannabis Cash Ecosystem begins with a
customer paying in cash for a purchase at a
dispensary. Budtenders receive cash payments for
most transactions; two to four times per shift each
budtender will balance their cash till to the POS under
dual custody of a lead or manager.  These
reconciliations average 6 to 8 minutes for two
employees for a total of 24 to 48 minutes per shift for
each budtender — time that could be spent educating
customers and selling additional product. 

The XpressControl solution works with cash recyclers to
enable deposits from till skims to be verified by a bill
validator in a few seconds, giving the budtender time to 
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continue to interact with the customer and the manager time
to focus on the overall operation. Leveraging the bill validator
to identify invalid, or counterfeit, high-value notes ($100 and
$50 bills) during the transaction allows the business to return
the note to the customer and request a different note. 

The XpressControl solution tracks net cash transactions at
the till or user level, enabling a full balance to the POS at the
end of the shift by user or by till. 

Cash automation powered by the XpressControl solution
reduces reconciliation time to a single person (budtender)
task once per shift delivering an average time savings of 18
minutes per budtender and 48 minutes per manager per
shift!

Securing cash in cash recyclers enables quick, controlled
access for up to six denominations of currency that can
be disbursed for these payments. Defining each payee
enables reporting by payee, date, amount and the
employee who withdrew the funds, ensuring a full audit
trail for audit and compliance purposes. In addition to
the business analytics necessary to manage the
operation and ensure regulatory compliance, the
XpressControl solution provides configurable
permissions to enable limits for each employee
including, but not limited to, deposit amounts, dispense
amounts, alerts and accessibility to secured cash.

104. Retail: Dispensaries & Delivery

Make change
for POS

transactions

Purchase product
from distributors

Pay utilities, labor,
insurance, leases,
taxes and other

operating expenses

Within the ecosystem, the cash received for
purchases will be utilized to:



The Avivatech Solution: 
 Cash Automation
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Most cash recyclers operate in much the same
way.   A stack of cash is placed in a bulk-note feeder. 
 The cash is then quickly scanned and distributed into
recycling modules and cassettes.  The cash stored in
the recycling modules is then available to be dispensed
as needed.  All cash levels and thresholds are
automatically managed by the recycler.  This makes
putting money in and taking money out of a recycler
very fast and accurate, all while maintaining adequate
reserve cash levels when possible.  Ideally, a cash
recycler will put a location as close to “Cash Equilibrium”
as possible.  This means a location can optimize its own
cash levels without needing change order deliveries or
cash pickups for an extended period of time.
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Software Design: Seamless Integration

Cash recyclers from CIMA, ARCA, Hyosung, ATEC, Gunnebo and Glory have been seamlessly integrated into the powerful,
industry-leading Avivatech XpressCash     software, with the added value of the XpressControl     enterprise dashboard
aggregating the data and delivering performance monitoring, cash visibility and process compliance across the organization.
This means that all the settings, user management, business rules, remote management and up-to-the-minute data and
reports available are for any cash recyclers across your locations, no compromises. 

125. The Avivatech Solution

TM TM

Cash automation software

Reporting and analytics dashboard

Book your
demo



Cannabis businesses need solutions to the many
cash-management challenges they face each day.
Cash recycling is a smart way to thwart potential theft,
reduce losses due to theft, and optimize efficiency and
customer service. 

Avivatech’s suite of security products provides a
seamless, one-source solution that will work well in any
retail environment. Avivatech. Efficient Transactions. Total
Control.
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Conclusion



Book your
demo

marketing@avivatech.com
www.Avivatech.com

About Avivatech

Get in touch

Headquartered in Alpharetta, Ga., Avivatech LLC is a
standalone division of Digital Check Corp. that is
devoted to transaction automation software. Formed
from the software groups of Digital Check and
Benchmark Technology Group, Inc., the combined
unit possesses unparalleled expertise in cash and
check automation workflows. For more information,
visit www.Avivatech.com.
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